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Engineering 
of 
biopharmaceuticals

This intensive course is intended for scien-
tists with interests in the field of peptide and 
protein engineering covering topics around 
synthetic peptides, engineered proteins and 
therapeutic antibodies.

The number of participants will be limited to 
35 to assure the possibility for in-depth discus-
sions. The presentations and tutorials will be 
given by academic and industrial experts and 
will cover broad historical perspectives and in 
depth details of important engineering tech-
nologies. The presenters will also include inter-
esting applications as well as future aspects in 
an informal approach aiming for high level of 
interaction of the participants.

The Course has been organised for the first 
time in Spring 2014, and will be repeated 
in Fall 2015.

Course outline

The development of future biopharmaceuti-
cals will depend on research at the interfaces 
between several scientific disciplines including 
organic chemistry, physical chemistry, biophys-
ics, protein chemistry and molecular biology. 
The interplay between these fields will have 
a key role for improving our molecular under-
standing of peptides and proteins and thus for 
developing future drug candidates. This course 
will focus on strategies on how to design and 
engineer biopharmaceuticals and will provide 
participants with insight to this important field of 
bioscience, which are applicable in academic 
and pharmaceutical contexts. The course will 
cover several fundamental aspects of peptide 

chemistry methodologies, selective modifica-
tions of proteins, ligation chemistries and regi-
oselective coupling reactions. The biophysical 
characterization of peptide and proteins will be 
integrated in the lectures. The course will also 
cover various methods of semi-synthetic and 
synthetic modifications of proteins with focus 
on the application to drug discovery. Finally the 
course will give an insight to therapeutic anti-
bodies including screening, optimization an 
engineering aspects.

Thus, various issues of development of biop-
harmaceuticals as well as discussions of dif-
ferent strategies to improve peptide and pro-
tein properties to biopharmaceuticals will be 
the primary focus of the course.

More details : www.efmcshortcourses.org

Comments of participants of the Spring 2014 
Short Course on Engineering of Biopharma-
ceuticals

“Very active group with high level of 
interaction. The speakers were of high 
quality and well prepared.”

“Lecture-exercise idea was very good. 
Almost all exercises were very useful and 
helped to improve the understanding of the 
lecture.”

“It definitely improved my knowledge in 
the field of proteins and their synthesis and 
therapeutic role.”

“I enjoyed the course very much!”
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